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Abstract: The latest developments in the field of dynamic mechanic measurements, including special 
solutions for the accuracy measurements, have made it possible to establish a uniform methodology, 
covering a variety of motion quantities, parameters ranges and time dependencies. An example  
is described in this article. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The main goal of dynamic measurements is to measure both dynamic of processes and behaviour of 
objects or structures in real conditions with the highest level of accuracy. Everyone Investigator tends to 
use a direct carrying over of dynamic metrological characteristics from calibration (for example, [1-5]) to 
testing or measurement for control problems (for example, [6, 7]). A common prevailing aim over others 
pursues- to generate such an ‘ideal’ process which would optimally reflected an aspiration to calibrate a 
measurement transducer (MT), sensor, or measurement channel with the highest level of accuracy, and 
use such a MT, a sensor, or a measurement channel in physical conditions of real surroundings of function 
of an object, a structure. 
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It is obviously that a practical applications of the calibrated MT ‘runs’ into new and not less important 
problem grown from methodical aspects of dynamic measurements, when measurement technique, which 
is used for realization in control or testing problems, is different from measurement technique used for 
calibration procedures. Everyone wants to know and use in practice whether is a behavior of a MT or 
sensor (its any characteristics) changes when dynamic chaos as an influence or a load affects on a 
measurement channel. 
 
In context of facts, how can methodical errors be estimated, when for instance comparatively low 
frequency vibration, chaotic process, and quickly proceeding processes use a force together on an object 
that can lead to changes of internal conditions of an object? There is no less important than problem of 
‘clear’ calibration. Those and number of other questions can have answers in virtue of presented approach 
by this article. 
 
 
2. A Response of a Measurement Transducer or Sensor, and Variation Its  
     Metrological Characteristics As Result of Changing Testing Load. 
 
This article is dedicated methodology of experimental investigations of specific behavior of a MT or 
sensors in conditions of ‘ergodic’ chaotic dynamic loading. For one from such goals the method of 
simulation of comparatively difficult dynamic processes with known characteristics is offered. Structural 
scheme of generator as one from elements of a set is presented in Figure 1. 
 
In Figure 1 are: 1- Mechanical waveguide (MW), 2- Forming of 
of Loading of Waveguidable Type (FLWT), 3- Hammer, 4- Guide Bar,                   
5- Researching MT or Sensor, 6, 7, 8- Informative MT, 9 – Damper.                                       4 
 
The design of the MW 1 is such in order to form and transmit                       
a process of loading with minimum distortions. The MW- circular bar  
as and the FLWT 2, and the hammer 3 are made from homogeneous                                        3                                  
isotropic elastic material with known physical characteristics and          8                                                                     
have a final length (in acoustic sentence); they are of  round cross- 
section. The length of the MW is longer than length of the FLWT.    
The FLWT and the hammer are made such that squares their cross-                                          9 
section are one and the same. Physical processes which accompany 
a formation of a impulsive ‘calibrated’ process are  described in [8].                                                                             
The measuring transducers 6-8 are placed on the elements of the                                              2 
generator of dynamic chaotic processes so in order to comply               7 
with requests of conditions of testing. 
                                                                                                                                                     1 
An analysis of the generator as non-linear mechanical dynamic           6 
system has shown that a change in a structure have been taking             5 
place in a result of a change of a condition of a dynamic system                                                
stipulated by dynamic chaos. Mechanism of non-linearity is                  
limited by a growth of  small disturbances and fluctuations.                                                                                          
However, internal condition of a system is fixed. A loading as  
‘ergodic’ or random processes has a scatter of  generator’s       Fig. 1. The generator of dynamic processes 
characteristics, which may surpass a accuracy stipulated by  
the internal condition of dynamic system of the generator. 
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Thus, this mechanical system is considered as a determine system with random initial conditions. 
 
Indeed, the MW 1, the FLWT 2, Hammer 3, and Guide Bar 4 are aligned coaxially (Fig. 1). The MT 5 to 
be tested is attached to the MW. A generated local elastic strain (deformation) in the FLWT 2 is 
propagating in the FLWT 2 as a longitudinal elastic wave pulse. Quite clearly, when the pulse reflects at 
the opposite loaded end of the FLWT 2, this ‘free’ surface induces abrupt motion in the axial direction of 
the end of surface (to which the MW is attached) imposing an impulsive motion of the MT. Let us 
underline that both amplitude, form of pulse, and as well as duration time of the pulse can be adjusted by a 
changing of impact speed between the FLWT 2 and Hammer 3, and the MW 1. A law of a loading 
determines from measurement information received by measuring transducers 6,7 and 8 (Fig. 1) as 
elements of measurement system.  
 
Note that in reality,  typical duration time and amplitude of the pulses lie within the ranges from 5 10-5 S 
to 10-3 S and from 10-6 to 5 10-3 in terms of strain, respectively. 
 
Unfortunately, a special attention is turned into to ‘stability’ of measurement equation, i.e. into conditions 
of dynamic measurements when parameters of the generator don’t steam away during an action of 
receiving of measurement information about generated processes. Nevertheless, regarded generator is 
designed thus that its internal parameters are not sensitive to a generated process. And, internal chaotic 
influences do not lead to a chaotic growing uncontrolled instability. 
 
A typical generated impulsive process with regulating fronts of pulse is presented in the Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Impulsive process for example without a damper (a) and with a damper – (b).  Time range is a µS- range. 
 
 
Time of establishment of a pulses front are 3 µS to 250 µS. It is possible due to a use of a damper 9 which 
expects to change a speed of a growth of an impulsive process front. 
 
 
3. Experimental Set. 
 
Respectively, a regarded set maintains a wide variety of acceleration, shock pulses, and complex vibration 
to assume comparatively accurate and traceable measurements. The block-scheme of the set is presented 
in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. An Architecture of Physical Representation of a Measuring Set, including in itself: 
            10 –Dynamic Chaotic ‘Ergodic’ Processes (Signals) Generator, 11 –Conjugating Device, 
            12 – PC- based Hardware (Acquisition Board), 13 – Software, 14 – PS-based Part of  
            Measurement System, 15 – Measurement System, 16 – Experimental Set. 

 
 
Let us underline that functional possibilities of a PC-based Measurement System 15 are standardized. In 
this cause, a set 16 do not requires a detail description. It is known that in time domain a care should be 
taken information signals may be more or less distorted in the information processing such as 
differentiation, smoothing, etc. A new technique has been developed to retrieve measurement information 
received from experiment. 
 
Testing of a set has confirmed a number of solutions in part their novelty and grown methodical 
efficiency. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Clearly, an experimental set is described main goal of which is to create of experimental possibilities in 
order to investigate a response of a measurement transducers or sensors, and receive their dynamic 
characteristics. And, to study how an impulsive process may change behaviour of the MT or sensors as 
compared dynamic characteristics with analogous characteristics received during calibration procedures. 
 
Consequently, a specially designed generator in conjunction with adequate information techniques and 
procedures are a prerequisite for dynamic mechanical measurements with low error. 
 
In brief, the article shows that basic research and development work has been carried out and will 
continued to respond in a timely and efficient way to the increasing demand for establishing and ensuring 
accuracy in the field of measurements of dynamic processes in mechanical objects or structures. 
 
In addition, a new technique has been developed in order to retrieve measurement information received 
from experiments. 
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